The Job Resume of the Technical Staff of Shahr & Andisheh
Consulting Engineers (Architecture Group)
+ The winner in The International competition for the best Consulting Engineers
(Group) for the five -star City Center hotel /A land area of 45000 square meters / 24
floors.
Client: Iran Prestige Land Company
+Designing and zoning the Site of Isfahan International Conferences center (The
meeting of the Islamic Countries’ leaders)
+Designing Touhid Commercial-Administrative Complex in Esfahan /A land area
of 8000 square meters
Client: Tosee and Omrane Omid Company
+ Designing Touhid Commercial-Administrative Complex (No. 2) in Esfahan with
a land area of 35000 square meters/The first Phase and Concept Designing
Client: Personal
Designing Mofateh Administrative Complex in Esfahan /A land area of 15000
square meters /13 floors
Client: Personal
Designing Hasht Behesht Commercial-Administrative Complex in Esfahan/ A land
Area of 2500 square meters
Designing Inqelab Commercial Complex in Shahre Kord/A land area of 30000
square meters
Entrepreneur: Shahre Kord Municipality
Designing Boroujen Faculty of Natural Resources and the Environment/A land
area of 9000 square meters
Client: Shahre Kord University
Designing Yasouj Faculty of Natural resources /a land area of 8000 square meters
Client: Yasouj University
Designing the Data center of Iran Gate Company / in the Scientific and Research
estate of Isfahan University of Technology/ a land area of 2000 square meters
Client: Iran Gate Company
Designing and supervising Great market of Furniture in Isfahan / A land area of
5000 square meters
Client: Personal
Designing Shafagh residential high rise of the educators in Felavarjan, Isfahan /of
24 floors/ 270 apartments/ 45000 square meters
Client: The Educators’ Cooperative Company of Felavarjan
Designing the Central Hill of the Recreational Settlement of Chadegan Isfahan
Including:
The indoor Pool / a land area of 2700 square meters
+Fast food hall / a land area of 2000 square meters
Auditorium / a land area of 3000 square meters
Designing the gymnasium of Chadegan / a land area of 35000 square meters
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Designing the indoor parking lot of Chadegan / a land area of 2500 square meters
Client: Chadegan Development Organization
Cooperation with Rah Pars consulting engineers (Tehran)
_Designing the residential complexes in Isfahan and Tehran
Cooperation with Paramadan consulting engineers
_Designing the amphitheater of Shahre kord Technical Faculty
_Designing the cultural complex of Shahre kord University
_Designing the site of The Faculty of Health in Isfahan University
_Designing of the exterior (façade) of the central library in Isfahan University
_Designing the hospital of Isfahan Oil company
_Designing Afzal dentistry center in Isfahan
_Cooperation with Espadana consulting engineers
_Designing Shahre kord cultural complex and public place ( Mossalla) / a land
area of 35000 square meters
_Designing the 5 star hotel of Tehran Railway square
_Designing Mellat banks of Isfahan
_Designing Aftab residential complex in Sepahanshahr, Esfahan
_Designing Khosravi borderline terminal / a land area of 12000 square meters

Personal and Development Projects
_Designing the Sofeh mountain Park in Esfahan
_Designing Moshtagh Dovom Park in Esfahan
Client: Saman Gostar Company
_ Designing Abshar Dovom Park in Esfahan
Client: Saman Gostar Company
_Designing the urban view of Sepahsalar Avenue /At a length of 4 kilometers
Client: The Renovation and Reforming Organization of Esfahan
_Designing The Urban Spaces of the new town of Baharestan
Client: The Development Company of Baharestan
_Designing the mountainous park of Farrokhshahr, Isfahan
Client: Personal
_Designing the mountainous park of Baharestan lake, Baharestan
Client: The Development Company of Baharestan
_Designing the residential complexes of Bijan high rise / Motahhary Street/ a land
area of 3500 square meters
+Designing Baran commercial –administrative complex / Chaharbagh Bala Avenue,
Esfahan/ a land area of 15000 square meters
Client: Isfahan Construction Capitalization Company
_Designing the Physicians’ residential complex on Moshtagh Avenue / 18 floors/ a
land area of 85000 square meters
Client: Isfahan Healers Cooperative
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_+Designing Sarv commercial –administrative complex in Baharestan
Client: Isfahan Housing Capitalization Company
_Designing the building of the engineers organization In Shahre Kord, Isfahan
Client: The engineers organization of Shahre Kord
_Designing Baghe Ghadir residential complex in Esfahan
Client: Saman Tarh Sepahan Company
+ Designing the tollbooth gate on Isfahan western side road
Client: Simin Sepahan Company
_ designing the tourism services complex on Isfahan western side road/ on the 18th
kilometer
Client: Simin Sepahan Company
_Designing the tourism services complex on Isfahan western side road/ on the 68th
kilometer
Client: Simin Sepahan Company
_Designing 5 villas in koushk complex, Isfahan
_Designing and repairment of the central administrative building of Isfahan
Construction Company / 4 floors / a land area of almost 2500 square meters
_Designing Amir Al Moemenin mosque in the new town of Baharestan
_Designing the 5th area mosque in the new town of Baharestan
_Designing the theological school in the new town of Baharestan / a land area of
12000 square meters
_Designing Hazrat Ale Ebne Abitaleb mosque in the new town in Baharestan
_ Designing the site and buildings of Golnour factory (the producer of street lamp
posts) / Oshtorjan industrial estate
_ Designing the site and buildings of C.TECH factory (The producer of botanical
disposable dishes) Isfahan, Razi estate
_ Designing Espadana special laser center
_Designing Milad surgery center in Isfahan
_Designing the fast food in Baran commercial-administrative complex
_Designing and interior designing the car automobile exhibition in Esfahan
_Designing the 10th Pardis residential complex in Sepahanshahr / 120 apartments / a
land area of 1200 square meters
_The interior design and the Exterior (façade) design of the administrative building
of blood transfusion organization on Moshtagh Dovom Avenue, Esfahan
_Designing the plan Site and the service building of Boofalo factory in Mobarakeh
industrial estate

HVAC
From 1969/70 to 1989/90
Islam Abad Power plant, Isfahan. The staff of instrument research and analysis of
technical affairs concerning boiler exploitation and repairs.

From 1989/ 90 to 1991/92
Cooperation with Iran aerification company - executive system – The authority of
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protection and conserving - Amin hospital in Esfahan / Park Isfahan commercial
complex etc…

From 1991/92 to 1996/97
Cooperation with Zenderood Consulting engineers ( Mr. Malek ahmadi / Engineer)
Designing the mechanical installations (Air conditioning, supplying gas , supplying
water ,and sewerage)/ The buildings of Elahiyeh subspecialty diseases hospital ,
Shahin Shahr 96 bed hospital, Yasooj 96 bed hospital, The second phase of Amin
hospital in Esfahan, Nobaveh baby food factory in Shahre Kord, Isfahan airport
formalities pavilion, the swimming pool of Guards Corps military academy , The
central building of Isfahan Saderat bank , other high rises and constructions in
Isfahan And Tehran.

From 1994/95 to 2002/03
The consultant of Iran aerification company, the foreign consultant of Pakman
Company, Designing the central plants ( installations ) system of New Bekondit zar
estate and factory in Baku( Azerbaijan), the central buiding of Isfahan tile industries
company ,The installations (plants) consultant of Barez tire industries complex in
Kerman , Designing and supervision of the police hotels in Isfahan , Designing and
supervision of the residential-commercial high rises in Tehran ad different other
constructions

2002/03 till now
The mechanical plants of Kaveh chemical factory, the site and the halls of burning
gas factory , Najvan residential project ,Imam Javad charity complex of Isfahan
University of Technology / 124 units , Mahestan Complex on Motahary street, Ghasre
nour complex on Shams Abady street , ghasre Moshir complex on Moshir street, the
residential complex on Mehran street /20 apartments,the complex of construction
company on Mehran street / 39 apartment complex on Mohtasham kashani Avenue in
Baharestan / 300 apartments, Zarrin Koub commercial complex of the 10th region
municipality, the conference hall of the Islamic culture on Farshady street, the
recreational –welfare complex of Isfahan eastern side way.
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